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lox No. 1 Basis of this opinion

1 With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

[X] the international application in the language in which it was filed.

| |
a translation of the international application into which is the language of a

translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b)).

2. Q This opinion has been established taking into account the rectification ofan obvious mistake authorized by or notified

to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 436m. 1(a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this opinion has been

established on the basis of:

a. type of material

I 1 a sequence listing

| |
table(s) related to the sequence listing

b. format of material

I I on paper

| |
in electronic form

c. time of filing/furnishing

I | contained in the international application as filed

| [
filed together with the international application in electronic form

| |
furnished subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search

Fl In addition in the case that more than one version or copy of a sequence listing and/or table(s) relating thereto has been

filed or furnished, the required statements that the information in the subsequent or additional cop.es ,s ident.cal to that

in the application as filed or does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

5. Additional comments:

Form PCT/1SA/237 (Box No. I) (April 2007)
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Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43A/s.l(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;

and explanations supporting such statement

1 . Statement

Novelty (N)

Claims

Inventive step (IS)

Claims

Industrial applicability (1A)

il. (hereinafter Brady).

As to claim 1 ,
Brady teaches a system comprising: a controllable voltage generator to generate a power supply voltage (col. 6.. In ^47-48);

a svstem controller to determine a voltage level associated with the power supply voltage (col 6, In. 61-62), and prompt the controllable

vo!tagne™Mo generate the power supply voltage with the determined voltage level (col 6, In. 61-62); and a floatmg gate reference

devicei to generate an absolute voltage reference based, at least in part, on the voltage level associated with the power supply voltage

(abstract, col. 6, In. 54-55).

As to claim 2 Brady teaches a system, where the system controller is operable to generate voltage control signals identifying the voltage

level for the power supply voltage (col. 6., In. 47-48), and the controllable voltage generator to generate the power supply voltage

according to voltage control signals (col 6, In. 61-62).

As to claim 3 Brady teaches a system, including a comparator to compare the absolute voltage reference with a reference voltage and to

S*ratT^b^^?accol!dlnB io the comparison (abstract, col. 6, In. 66-67) the system controller to generate the voltage control

signals based, at least in part, on the feedback signal (col. 1 1, In. 66-67, col. 12. In. 1-4).

> claim 4, Brady teaches a system, where the system controller is operable to receive

gate reference device and to generate the voltage control signals based, at least in part, c

29).

operational characteristics of the analog circuitry and the absolute voltage reference (abstract).

A* to claim 6 Bradv teaches a system, where the floating gate reference device includes: a tunneling device to generate a current

accord^otoi^J!^pp\^oLge\r0m the controllable^ voltage generator (col.8. In. 18-21); a storage capacitor to store a float ng

SaXa^toSed by me current from the tunneling device and an output buffer to buffer the floating voltage and output the buffered

floating voltage as the absolute reference voltage (col. 7, In. 50-53).

As to claim 7 Bradv teaches a system, where the tunneling device is a transistor with a bulk region, source region, and draJr. reigion

^nnerfedtoS "e power supply voltage (col. 6, ln.46-50),^"^^'J^f^*^ ^ " * 9319

region of the transistor when the power supply voltage exceeds a threshold voltage level (col. 8, In. 27-29).

A* to rlaim 8 Bradv teaches a method comprising: determining a voltage level associated with a power supply voltage (col. 6 In. 61-62);

54-55).

As to claim 9 Brady teaches a method, further includes: generating voltage control signals identifying the voltage^l^vel assoc

^wer supply voftoge responsive to the determining (col. 6., In. 47-48); and generating the power supply voltage according to

control signals (col 6, In. 61-62)

m 11. Brady teaches a method, further includes: comparing the absolute voltage reference with a
J**™"
«

signal according to the comparison of the absolute voltage reference and the re erence voltage abstract o
.

6, 1,

generating the voltage control signals based, at least in part, on the feedback signal (col. 1 1. In. 66-67. col. 12, In. 1-4).

-(Continued in Supplemental Box)~
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Supplemental Box

In case the space in any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.

Continuation of:

Box V. 2. Citations and explanations:

As to claim 12 Brady teaches a method, further includes providing the absolute voltage reference to analog circuitry, the analog circuitry tc

perform one or more electrical operations responsive to the absolute voltage reference (abstract).

As to claim 13. Brady teaches a method, further includes generating voltage control signals based, at least in part, on operational

characteristics of the analog circuitry (abstract, col. 9. In. 27-34).

As to claim 14 Brady teaches a system comprising: A system controller to determine a voltage level associated with a controllable power

suddIv voltaqe'tcol 6 In. 61-62); a floating gate reference device to generate an absolute voltage reference based, at least in part, on the

controllable power supply voltage (abstract, col. 6. In. 54-55): and analog circuitry to perform one ore more electrical operations responsive

to the absolute voltage reference from the floating gate reference device (abstract, col. 9, In. 27-34).

As to claim 15, Brady teaches a system, where the system controller is operable to receive the absolute voltage reference from the floating

gate reference device (abstract, col. 6, In. 66-67) and to generate the voltage control signals based, at least in part, on the absolute voltage

reference (col. 11, In. 66-67. col. 12, In. 1-4).

As to claim 16, Brady teaches a system, including a comparator to compare the absolute voltage reference with a n^c^^^J'
generate a feedback signal according to the comparison (abstract, col. 6, In. 66-67), the system controller to generate the voltage control

signals based, at least in part, on the feedback signal (col. 11, In. 66-67, col. 12, In. 1-4).

As to claim 17, Brady teaches a system, where the system controller is operable to generate voltage control signals based, at least in part,

operational' characteristics of the analog circuitry and the feedback signal (abstract).

As to claim 18 Brady teaches a system, where the floating gate reference device includes: a tunneling device to generate a current

accord ng tc &TcoSroHable powe" supply voltage (col.8, In. 18-21); a storage element to store a "o^ng voUage^e"^a

'f^^
current from the tunneling device; and an output buffer coupled to the storage element and he tunneling device the out put buffer to buffer

the floating voltage and to output the buffered floating voltage as the absolute reference voltage (col. 7. In. 50-53).

, claim 19 Brady teaches a system, where the tunneling device is a transistor with a bulk region, source region, drair

connected to recede the controllable power supply voltage (col. 6, ln.46-50), where the tunneling device 'S operable to provide
,

the curre,

to a gate region of the transistor when the controllable power supply voltage exceeds a threshold voltage level (col. 8, In. 27-29).

As to claim 20, Brady teaches a system, where a voltage level of the floating voltage corresponds to a size of the storage element and tf

current from the tunneling device (col.8. In. 18-21).

Claims 1 - 20 have industrial applicability as defined by PCT Article 33(4) because the subject matter can be made or used in industry.
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